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A noncoplanar mesh design that enables electronic systems to achieve large, reversible levels
stretchability ��100%� is studied theoretically and experimentally. The design uses semiconductor
device islands and buckled thin interconnects on elastometric substrates. A mechanics model is
established to understand the underlying physics and to guide the design of such systems. The
predicted buckle amplitude agrees well with experiments within 5.5% error without any parameter
fitting. The results also give the maximum strains in the interconnects and the islands, as well as the
overall system stretchability and compressibility. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3148245�

I. INTRODUCTION

Stretchable electronics is emerging as a technology that
could be valuable for various applications such as flexible
displays,1 electronic eye camera,2 conformable skin sensors,3

smart surgical gloves,4 and structural health monitoring
devices.5 There exist two approaches to achieve stretchabil-
ity: �i� coplanar stretchable interconnects �bonded to a sub-
strate� between rigid device islands,6 and �ii� wavy layout
�i.e., small wave� throughout the whole circuit system.7 Both
are fabricated on elastometric substrates, and provide some
degree of stretchability �e.g., 10%�. None offers strain-
independent electronic performance at large strains, which is
of interest in practical applications.2,4 Here, we present a
noncoplanar mesh design, which is based on the
interconnect-island6 concept to accomplish much higher
stretchability �i.e., up to 100%�. Figure 1 schematically illus-
trates the fabrication of circuits with noncoplanar mesh de-
sign on compliant substrates.2,8 The silicon �or other semi-
conductor material� islands, on which the active devices or
circuits are fabricated, are chemically bonded to a pre-
strained �e.g., 50%� elastometric substrate of a material such
as poly�dimethylsiloxane� �PDMS�, while interconnects are
loosely bonded.8 Releasing the prestrain leads to compres-
sion, which causes the interconnects to buckle and move out
of the plane of the substrate to form arc-shaped structures.
The poor adhesion of interconnects �to PDMS� and their nar-
row geometries and low stiffness �compared to device is-

lands� cause the out-of-plane deformation to localize only to
interconnects, and therefore the strain in islands is very
small. Figure 2 shows a scanning electron micrograph of
silicon structure �island: 20�20 �m2, 50 nm thick; inter-
connect: 20�4 �m2, 50 nm thick� on a 1 mm thick PDMS
substrate. The inset clearly shows that the islands remain flat
while interconnects buckle.

Kim et al.8 developed a full-scale finite element model
for the noncoplanar mesh design. But, it is rather complex
and does not lead to simple, analytical solutions to be used in
the design and optimization of these systems. This paper
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic illustration of the process for fabricating
electronics with noncoplanar mesh designs on a complaint substrate.
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aims at establishing a mechanics theory for the mechanical
response of noncoplanar mesh design and predicting the
maximum strains in the interconnects as well as in the is-
lands, which are both important to determine the stretchabil-
ity of the system. For simplicity, silicon is used for both
islands and interconnects, though the mechanics theory can
be applied to other systems that involve multiple materials.
The paper is outlined as follows. The mechanics models of
the interconnects and the islands are described in Secs. II and
III, respectively. Stretchability/compressibility of various
nonplanar mesh designs are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. MECHANICS MODEL OF INTERCONNECTS

The width of interconnects is much smaller than the
width of island such that the rotation at the ends of intercon-
nects is very small. This is verified by the finite element
analysis �see Sec. III and also Kim et al.8� as well as by the
analytical solution given in the Appendix. Therefore, the
“bridge”-like interconnect is modeled as a beam with
clamped ends �as shown in Fig. 3� since its thickness
�hbridge�50 nm� is much smaller than any other characteris-
tic length �width: wbridge�4 �m; length: Lbridge�20 �m�.
The beam, however, undergoes large rotation once the inter-
connect buckles. Let X denote the initial, strain-free configu-
ration of the beam �top figure in Fig. 1�, and x the buckled
configuration �bottom figure in Fig. 1�. The distance between
islands changes from Lbridge

0 to Lbridge in these two configura-
tions, as shown in Fig. 3, and the buckle amplitude A is to be
determined. The out-of-plane displacement w of the inter-
connect takes the form

w =
A

2
�1 + cos

2�x

Lbridge
� =

A

2
�1 + cos

2�X

Lbridge
0 � , �1�

which satisfies vanishing displacement and slope at the two
ends X= �Lbridge

0 /2. The sinusoidal buckle profile in the

above equation also agrees well with the full-scale finite el-
ement analysis.8

The total energy Ubridge
tot of the interconnect consists the

bending energy Ubridge
bending and the membrane energy Ubridge

membrane.
The bending energy Ubridge

bending can be obtained from Eq. �1�
and the bending rigidity Ebridgehbridge

3 /12 as

Ubridge
bending = �

−Lbridge
0 /2

Lbridge
0 /2 1

2

Ebridgehbridge
3

12
�d2w

dX2�2

dX

=
Ebridgehbridge

3

12

�4A2

�Lbridge
0 �3 , �2�

where Ebridge is the Young’s modulus of the interconnect.
The membrane strain �bridge

membrane, which determines the
membrane energy, is related to the out-of-plane displacement
w in Eq. �1� and in-plane displacement u by9

�bridge
membrane =

du

dX
+

1

2
�dw

dX
�2

. �3�

The membrane force N is then related to �bridge
membrane via the

tension rigidity Ebridgehbridge as N=Ebridgehbridge�bridge
membrane. The

force equilibrium

dN

dX
= 0, �4�

requires a constant membrane force, which gives the in-plane
displacement

u = � �A2

16Lbridge
0 �sin� 4�

Lbridge
0 X� −

Lbridge
0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 X . �5�

Here the conditions u�0�=0 and 	
−Lbridge

0 /2
Lbridge

0 /2
du=Lbridge−Lbridge

0

have been imposed. Equation �3� then gives a constant mem-
brane strain

�bridge
membrane =

�2A2

4�Lbridge
0 �2 −

Lbridge
0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 . �6�

The membrane energy in the interconnect is given by

Ubridge
membrane = �

−Lbridge
0 /2

Lbridge
0 /2 1

2
Ebridgehbridge��bridge

membrane�2dX

=
1

2
EbridgehbridgeLbridge

0 
 �2A2

4�Lbridge
0 �2

+
Lbridge − Lbridge

0

Lbridge
0 �2

. �7�

Minimization of total energy in the interconnect
�Ubridge

tot /�A=0 gives the amplitude

A =
2Lbridge

0

�
�Lbridge

0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 − �c, �8�

where �c=�2hbridge
2 / �3�Lbridge

0 �2� is the critical buckling strain
for Euler buckling of a doubly clamped beam. For �Lbridge

0

−Lbridge� /Lbridge
0 ��c, the interconnect does not buckle, and

therefore has no bending. The membrane strain is �bridge
membrane

=−�Lbridge
0 −Lbridge� /Lbridge

0 . Once �Lbridge
0 −Lbridge� /Lbridge

0 ex-
ceeds �c, the interconnect buckles such that the membrane

FIG. 2. A scanning electron micrograph of a noncoplanar silicon mesh
structure �island: 20�20 �m2, 50 nm thick; interconnect: 20�4 �m2, 50
nm thick� on a PDMS substrate.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Schematic diagram of mechanics model for the in-
terconnect region of a noncoplanar mesh structure.
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strain remains a constant −�c �see from Eqs. �6� and �8��, and
the bending strain �curvature � hbridge /2� increases
with the deformation, �bridge

bending=2��hbridge /Lbridge
0 �

����Lbridge
0 −Lbridge� /Lbridge

0 �−�c. The maximum �compres-
sive� strain in the interconnect is the sum of membrane and
bending strains, and is given by

�bridge
max = 2�

hbridge

Lbridge
0 �Lbridge

0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 − �c + �c

 2�
hbridge

Lbridge
0 �Lbridge

0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 , �9�

where the approximation holds for �Lbridge
0 −Lbridge� /Lbridge

0

�hbridge
2 / �Lbridge

0 �2.
Once the prestrain �pre in the substrate is relaxed, the

bridge length is reduced to Lbridge. Therefore the prestrain is
given by �pre= �Lbridge

0 −Lbridge� /Lbridge, which can be rewritten
as

Lbridge
0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 =

�pre

1 + �pre
. �10�

The maximum strain in the interconnect in Eq. �9� is then
related to the prestrain in the substrate by

�bridge
max = 2�

hbridge

Lbridge
0 � �pre

1 + �pre
. �11�

The initial length of the interconnect in experiments is
Lbridge

0 =20 �m and the thickness hbridge=50 nm, which give
a critical buckling strain �c=0.0021%. The measured bridge
length is Lbridge=17.5 �m after relaxation, which corre-
sponds to prestrain �pre=14.3% in the substrate. Equation �8�
then predicts the amplitude A=4.50 �m, which agrees well
with the experimentally measured amplitude 4.76 �m. The
maximum strain in the interconnect is 0.56%. This value is
smaller than the fracture strain of silicon ��1%�, and is
much smaller than the prestrain �pre. For 1% interconnect
strain, the prestrain can reach 68.1%.

The maximum strain in the interconnect �bridge
max given in

Eq. �9� or Eq. �11� is proportional to the interconnect thick-
ness and to length ratio, hbridge /Lbridge

0 . Figure 4 shows �bridge
max

versus the prestrain �pre for the length Lbridge
0 =40, 20, and

10 �m and thickness hbridge=50 nm �or equivalently hbridge

=25, 50, and 100 nm and length Lbridge
0 =20 �m�. Therefore

thin and long interconnects give small strain, and thus in-
crease the stretchability.

III. MECHANICS MODEL OF ISLANDS

The finite element method is used to study the silicon
island on PDMS substrate. The island is modeled as a plate
since its thickness hisland is much smaller than the length
Lisland

0 . The buckled interconnects give the axial force N
=Ebridgehbridge�c and bending moment M = �Ebridgehbridge

3 /12�
��2�2A / �Lbridge

0 �2� �Ebridgehbridge
3 / �3Lbridge

0 ���pre / �1+�pre�
over the width wbridge on each edge of the island.

The PDMS substrate is modeled by a unit cell that is a
square with edge length Lisland

0 +Lbridge in the �X-Y� plane but
very thick in the island thickness direction �Z�. The displace-
ments are continuous across the island/substrate interface,
and the rest of the top surface is traction free. Periodic
boundary conditions are imposed on the lateral surfaces �X-Z
and Y-Z planes� of the substrate.

Figure 5 shows the strain distribution �xx in a Si island
�Eisland=130 GPa, 	island=0.27, length Lisland

0 =20 �m, and
thickness hisland=50 nm�10 on an PDMS substrate �Esubstrate

=2 MPa and 	substrate=0.48�.11 The axial force and bending
moment result from the buckled interconnect �Ebridge

=130 GPa, Lbridge
0 =20 �m, hbridge=50 nm, wbridge=4 �m,

and Lbridge=17.5 �m after relaxation�. The maximum strain
occurs at the interconnect/island boundary.

The strain due to the axial force is negligible as com-
pared to that due to the bending moment. Dimensional analy-
sis gives the maximum strain in the silicon island as �island

max

=
6�1−	island
2 �M / �Eislandhisland

2 �, where 
 is a nondimen-
sional function of dimensionless elastic properties
Esubstrate /Eisland, 	substrate, and 	island, and nondimensional
lengths wbridge /Lisland and Lbridge

0 /Lisland. Finite element analy-
ses show that 
 is essentially a constant of unity. For large
variations in island and substrate elastic properties and inter-
connect width wbridge and length Lbridge

0 , 
 only deviates from
one by a few percent. The maximum strain in the silicon
island is then given by

FIG. 4. �Color online� The maximum strain in the interconnects vs the
prestrain for different interconnect lengths.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Distribution of the strain �xx in islands �20
�20 �m2� when the interconnect relaxes from 20 to 17.5 �m.
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�island
max 

6�1 − 	island
2 �M

Eislandhisland
2

= 2�
�1 − 	island

2 �Ebridgehbridge
3

Eislandhisland
2 Lbridge

0 � �pre

1 + �pre
, �12�

which can also be related to the maximum strain in intercon-
nect by

�island
max =

�1 − 	island
2 �Ebridgehbridge

2

Eislandhisland
2 �bridge

max . �13�

Therefore, a stiff and thick island reduces its strain.
The maximum prestrain �pre

max that the noncoplanar mesh
design can accommodate is obtained by equating the strains
in Eqs. �11� and �12� to the failure strains ��1%� �bridge

failure and
�island

failure of interconnect and island materials, respectively,

�pre
max �

a2

1 − a2 if a � 1, �14�

where

a =
Lbridge

0

2�hbridge
min
�bridge

failure,
Eislandhisland

2

�1 − 	island
2 �Ebridgehbridge

2 �island
failure� .

�15�

For a�1 �e.g., long interconnects�, the maximum prestrain
is then governed by the failure of PDMS substrate.

IV. STRETCHABILITY/COMPRESSIBILITY OF
NONCOPLANAR MESH DESIGN

The length of a unit cell changes from Lbridge
0 +Lisland

0 to
Lbridge+Lisland

0 after the prestrain �pre is relaxed, where
Lbridge=Lbridge

0 / �1+�pre� is obtained from Eq. �10�, and the
change in island length is negligible because the interconnect
buckles to accommodate the release of prestrain. The length
of the unit cell becomes Lbridge� +Lisland

0 once the system is
subject to an applied strain �applied, where the length of inter-
connect Lbridge� is related to �applied by

�applied =
Lbridge� − Lbridge

Lbridge + Lisland
0 . �16�

The stretchability/compressibility characterizes how
much the noncoplanar mesh design can accommodate further
deformation. It is defined as the critical applied strain that
leads to failure of interconnect or island, which occurs when
the maximum strains in interconnect or island reach the cor-
responding failure strains �bridge

failure and �island
failure of the associated

materials, respectively. The stretchability is determined by
the condition at which the buckled interconnect returns to a
flat state, at which point it cannot accommodate any addi-
tional stretching. This condition is obtained from Lbridge�
=Lbridge

0 as

�stretchability =
Lbridge

0 − Lbridge

Lbridge + Lisland
0 =

�pre

1 + �1 + �pre�
Lisland

0

Lbridge
0

. �17�

The result clearly shows that long interconnects, short is-
lands, and large prestrains increase the stretchability. For the

limit of long interconnect Lbridge
0 �Lisland

0 , the stretchability is
the prestrain �pre. For the other limit of short interconnect
Lbridge

0 �Lisland
0 , the stretchability is �Lbridge

0 /Lisland
0 ���pre / �1

+�pre��.
The maximum strain in Eq. �9� for the interconnect now

becomes �bridge
max =2��hbridge /Lbridge

0 ���Lbridge
0 −Lbridge� � /Lbridge

0 ,
while Eq. �12� still holds for the maximum strain in island.
The compressibility is reached when they reach the corre-
sponding failure strains �bridge

failure and �island
failure, or when then

neighbor islands start to contact. This gives the compressibil-
ity

�compressibility = min� �1 + �pre�a2 − �pre

1 + �1 + �pre�
Lisland

0

Lbridge
0

,
1

1 + �1 + �pre�
Lisland

0

Lbridge
0 � , �18�

where a is given in Eq. �15�. For long interconnects �large a�,
the compressibility is �compressibility=1 / �1+ �1+�pre�
��Lisland

0 /Lbridge
0 ��, corresponding to the contact of neighbor

islands. For short interconnects �small a�, the compressibility
is �compressibility= ��1+�pre�a2−�pre� / �1+ �1+�pre�
��Lisland

0 /Lbridge
0 ��, corresponding to the failure of intercon-

nect or island.
Figure 6 shows the stretchability and compressibility

versus the prestrain for Lisland
0 =20 �m, hisland=50 nm,

Lbridge
0 =20 �m, hbridge=50 nm, and wbridge=4 �m. The fail-

ure strains of the interconnect and the island are assumed, for
simplicity, to be �bridge

failure=�island
failure=1%. The stretchability in-

creases with the prestrain, but the compressibility decreases.
Therefore, prestrain cannot be adjusted to give both maxi-
mum stretchability and maximum compressibility.

One way to achieve large stretchability and compress-
ibility is to increase the length Lbridge

0 of interconnect. As
shown in Fig. 7 for the same set of properties as Fig. 6 and
the prestrain �pre=50%, both stretchability and compressibil-
ity increase with the length of interconnect, though the com-
pressibility increases much faster than the stretchability. The
dot on the curve for compressibility separates the failure of
interconnect or island �left of the dot� from the contact of
neighbor islands �right of the dot�.

FIG. 6. Stretchability and compressibility vs the prestrain for the noncopla-
nar mesh design �island: 20�20 �m2, 50 nm thick; interconnect: 20
�4 �m2, 50 nm thick� when the failure strains of interconnect and island
are 1%.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A mechanics model has been established for stretchable
electronics with noncoplanar mesh designs. The results pre-
dict analytically the buckling amplitude, which agrees well
with experiments �5.5% error� without any parameter fitting.
The maximum strains in the interconnect and island are also
obtained analytically, and are used to predict the stretchabil-
ity and compressibility. The above model can be extended
multilayer interconnects and islands by replacing the corre-
sponding tension and bending rigidities.
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APPENDIX: ROTATION AT THE ENDS OF
INTERCONNECTS

Section II assumes that interconnects are clamped, which
gives vanishing rotation at the ends. The effect of nonvan-
ishing rotation can be accounted for by the rotational springs
with the spring constant k such that the bending moment M
and the rotation  at the ends of interconnects are related by
M =k. For each given M, the finite element analysis of is-
lands and substrate in Sec. III gives the rotation , and the
ratio M / gives the spring constant k. For example, k
=1.58�N for the elastic properties and thicknesses of islands
and substrate in Fig. 5.

For an interconnect of length Lbridge
0 with rotational

springs at its ends �X= �Lbridge
0 /2�, the equilibrium gives

EI�d2w /dX2�=−Nw+M, where EI=Ebridgehbridge
3 /12 is the

bending rigidity of the interconnect, w is the out-of-plane
displacement that satisfies w�−Lbridge

0 /2�=w�Lbridge
0 /2�=0, N

is the compressive force at the ends, and M =kw��
−Lbridge

0 /2�=−kw��Lbridge
0 /2� is the moment at the ends. The

buckle profile is given by

w = A

cos� 2�X

Lbridge
0 � − cos �

1 − cos �
, �A1�

where the amplitude A is to be determined, � is determined
from tan �=−2EI /kLbridge

0 �, and � /2����. The limit k
→� gives �→�, and the buckle profile degenerates to Eq.
�1� for a doubly clamped beam. The other limit k→0 gives
�→� /2, and the buckle profile becomes w
=A cos��X /Lbridge

0 �, which satisfies w=w�=0 at two ends X
= �Lbridge

0 /2 of a simply supported beam.
The bending and membrane energies in interconnects are

obtained from Eqs. �2� and �7�, respectively. Minimization of
total energy gives the amplitude

A = Lbridge
0 � 2�1 − cos ��2

2�2 − � sin�2��
�Lbridge

0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 − �cr,

�A2�

where �cr=hbridge
2 / �3�Lbridge

0 �2��2�+sin�2����2 / �2�−sin�2���
is the critical buckling strain. The maximum compressive
strain in the interconnect is the sum of membrane and bend-
ing strains, and it is given by

�bridge
max =

2�hbridge

Lbridge
0 � 2�

2� − sin�2��
�Lbridge

0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 − �cr

+ �cr


2�hbridge

Lbridge
0 � 2�

2� − sin�2��
�Lbridge

0 − Lbridge

Lbridge
0 ,

�A3�

where the approximation holds for �Lbridge
0 −Lbridge� /Lbridge

0

�hbridge / �Lbridge
0 �2.

For Ebridge=130 GPa, Lbridge
0 =20 �m, hbridge=50 nm,

and Lbridge=17.5 �m after relaxation, Eq. �A2� gives the am-
plitude A=4.61 �m, which agrees well with 4.50 �m given
by Eq. �8�. The maximum strain in the interconnect is 0.49%
from Eq. �A3�, which is smaller than 0.56% given by Eq.
�11�. Therefore, the rotation at the ends of interconnect can
be neglected.
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